FAQ for Immigration Attorneys

My client’s criminal case was dismissed.
What should I know before filing an affirmative
application?
Attorneys frequently ask IDP for advice about clients who have reported an
arrest, ticket, or citation that was dismissed. Once you have a disposition
showing that a criminal case was dismissed, what do you need to know?
1. In general, a dismissed criminal case will not trigger grounds of
removability and should not be the basis for a finding that your client lacks
good moral character necessary for naturalization.
The United States Supreme Court has held that “[t]he mere fact that a man has been arrested
has very little, if any, probative value in showing that he engaged in any misconduct. An arrest
shows nothing more than that someone probably suspected the person apprehended of an
offense.” Schware v. Bd. Of Bar Examiners, 353 U.S. 232, 241 (1957).
If your client was arrested and his or her case was dismissed, it is likely that the case did not
result in a disposition that triggers one of the criminal grounds of removal. Most grounds of
removal under INA § 237(a)(2) (criminal grounds of deportability) and INA § 212(a)(2)
(criminal grounds of inadmissibility) require a conviction. Some grounds of inadmissibility can
be triggered by a legal admission but generally if conduct was examined by a criminal court, the
court’s disposition stands1.
2. Ask your client enough about the court proceedings to ensure that the case
will be considered dismissed for immigration purposes.
The exception to this general rule is for clients who initially plea guilty but the court vacates the
plea due to rehabilitation. Many courts have adopted procedures that recognize rehabilitation by
reducing, dismissing, or expunging convictions after an individual completes a program or after
some time passes. While these efforts have tremendous benefits to clients, they may not be
effective remedies for immigrants worried about criminal grounds of removability2.
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See, Matter of Winter, 12 I&N Dec. 638 (BIA 1968), Matter of C-Y-C-, 31 I&N Dec. 623 (BIA 1950).
Matter of Roldan, 22 I&N Dec. 512, 528 (BIA 1999) (“State rehabilitative actions which do not vacate a
conviction on the merits or on any ground related to the violation of a statutory or constitutional right in
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It is important to get details from your client about their criminal court case in addition to
examining the certificate of disposition. IDP has published a guide to best practices for
determining your client’s criminal history that is designed to help you discover contacts that
resulted in a rehabilitative vacatur. If you’re unsure about whether your client’s contact resulted
in a conviction for immigration purposes, IDP may be able to advise you after you get the court
file.
3. Take special consideration if your client:
○ was initially charged with sale of marijuana or a controlled substance;
○ has an extensive history of dismissed marijuana or controlled
substance charges; or
○ the case involves an alleged violation of an order of protection.
While almost all grounds of removal require a conviction, not all do. Individuals can trigger
grounds of removal if the government has “reason to believe” they are a drug trafficker3, they are
a “drug abuser or addict” under the law4, or there is a determination by a court that they violated
an order of protection.5 If your client’s dismissed case(s) involves one of these three grounds,
you may need to do additional investigation regarding your client’s risk.
4. You must disclose all arrests, even if the case was ultimately dismissed, and
you should prepare your client to answer questions about the case(s).
Your client is required to disclose all arrests and may be questioned about them in an interview
or court examination. While preparing for any interview or court examination, go over your
client's full criminal history with him or her. Make sure that your client understands the result of
the court process(es) and can testify truthfully and accurately about the disposition. Practice
answering general questions, such as, “Tell me about your arrests.”

the underlying criminal proceeding are of no effect in determining whether an alien is considered
convicted for immigration purposes.”).
3
INA § 212(a)(2)(C)(i) (“Any alien who...the [Department of Homeland Security] knows or has reason to
believe is or has been an illicit trafficker in any controlled substance...is inadmissible.”)
4
INA § 212(a)(1)(A)(iv) (“Any alien...who is determined (in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of Health and Human Services) to be a drug abuser or addict is inadmissible”); INA §
237(a)(2)(B)(ii) (“Any alien who is, or at anytime after admission has been, a drug abuser or addict is
deportable.”)
5
INA § 237(a)(2)(E)(ii) is triggered by a court determination of a violation of an order of protection.
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5. What do I need to submit regarding my client’s dismissed case(s)?
Generally, the best evidence that a case was dismissed is a court disposition or a letter showing
the prosecutor declined to prosecute your client. These documents clearly answer the question
of what was the final result of your client’s arrest. Police reports and other documents in the
record will provide unproven allegations and do not address the final outcome of the court
proceedings. If after you submit the disposition there are further questions regarding your
client's arrest(s), consult with IDP about how best to respond while preserving your client’s right
to have the final outcome of the criminal case be respected by federal adjudicators.
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Example: dismissed criminal court case disposition

Example: dismissed supreme court
case disposition

Example: dismissed non-NYC criminal case disposition

